How to use Color Fusion Control software
By Glenn Meader glenn@chromakinetics.com
This software controls all of the features of multiple American DJ Color Fusion fixtures
via DMX protocol using an Enttec USB DMX Pro interface device. It allows you to
create lightshows and save them and play them.

The Main window
This window displays the DMX data being sent to the fixtures. The DMX protocol sends
data to 512 channels. This data is a number from 0 to 255, designating an intensity level
for each channel. The level may also control a color or other attribute. This window lets
you see that something is happening on the first 50 channels or so.
The File menu allows you to Save and Load show files which contain all the data you
create and edit in this software. The last show is automatically loaded upon startup.
The Config Menu brings up the Configure DMX Pro dialog (below).
The Window menu allows you to re-display any windows you may have closed.

The Configure DMX Pro window
This window allows you to choose the
virtual Comm port that the USB DMX
interface is connected to. You can then
test the interface to see if it is actually
properly connected. The program
remembers this setting the next time
you run it.

The Fixture Layout Window
This window is a diagram of all the fixtures laid-out as they are in for the cathedral. Each
rectangle represents a fixture. Its color is the currently programmed color. DMX: is the
fixture’s DMX address (channel). The top-left number is the fixture number and the topright number is the current programmed intensity.
To set the attributes of fixtures, you must first select them. Clicking on a fixture will
alternately select or de-select a fixture. Selected fixtures have a colored rectangle
surrounding them. The select menu allows you to select and de-select groups of fixtures.

The Fixture Properties Window
If you right-click on a fixture the Fixture Properties
dialog appears and you can set attributes by entering
numbers. This also allows you to set the location (in
pixels) of the fixture in the layout diagram.

The Fixture Window
This window controls all of the attributes of the selected American DJ Color Fusion
fixtures.

The first 4 sliders control the intensity and color. The color controlled by the RGB sliders
is displayed above them. The Full and Zero buttons move the slider to the top or bottom.
The strobe speed slider controls flashing speeds – probably best left a zero for most
lightshows. The ColorMix radio buttons choose some common colors; the associated
slider allows you to choose even more pre-defined colors. Making a ColorMix choice
(other than Off) over-rides the RGB sliders. The Mode radio buttons select automatic
modes – this is best left set to Normal.
Save Scene saves (updating the currently selected Scene) all the current attributes of all
the fixtures as displayed in the Layout Window. The Scene Save As button creates a new
scene, asks you for a name for it, and stores all the current attributes as the Save Scene
button does.

The Scenes Window
The Scenes window is a list of all
the stored scenes. A scene is a
fixed set of attributes for all the
fixtures. Selecting a scene displays
its info in the Scene Details
Window. Double-clicking a scene
activates it – the attributes are
immediately displayed on the
Layout window and the data is sent
out to the actual fixtures.

The Scene Details
Window
The Scene Details Window
shows the stored attribute levels
for each fixture for the currently
selected scene.

The Sequences Window
The sequences window is a list of the
stored sequences. A sequence is a set
of one or more scenes. Selecting a
sequence from this list displays it in
the Sequence Details window
(below).

Sequence details window
This window displays a list of steps (that are scenes) in the current Sequence. There are
five steps in this example.
You can add a step (scene) to the list by dragging the sceneID from the Scenes window
and dropping it on this Sequence details window. The Delete Step button will remove the
currently selected step from the sequence.
The Save Seq button will update the current Sequence, storing the list of steps. The Save
As button will create a new Sequence and prompt you for a name for it – then store the
steps as the Save Seq button does.
The Step button causes the next step of the sequence to be activated. The layout window
will display the scene for the step and the actual fixtures will respond to the DMX info
being transmitted. The Go button with cause each step to be activated in turn,
continuously. The step will fade-in in the time given in the Fade Time column and then
remain static for the time given in the Duration column. The next step will then
automatically start to fade-in (and the previous step to fade-out) and so on. The Fade and
Duration times will countdown as the steps progress.
The times are in
seconds (and may be as
short as a tenth of a
second.) For example, a
half second duration
would be 0.5 To change
a time, click on the time
number and enter a new
number.

Here is what the
Sequence details
window looks like
while the sequence is
running. The Go button
now becomes the Halt
button. The horizontal
slider next to the step
button shows you the
progress of the current
fade. The Speed Adjust
slider allows you to
temporarily override the
Fade time and Duration
to be linger or shorter.

The Shows Window
The Shows window displays all the stored shows. A show is a list of sequences that will
be sequentially run, and repeat. Double-clicking the show will start running it.
The Run All Shows checkbox will cause each show to run once, then advance to the next
show and run that show once and so on. When the last show has run, the first show will
then start again.

The Show Details Window
The Show Window lists the sequences contained in the current show. You can add or
delete a sequence from the show and save it or Save As a new show (You are prompted
for a new name)

